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The Assignment: Baby Care Package Product Descriptions
The client delivers age-specific baby care packages, with include best-of-class baby products
and a treat or two for Mom. The five-month-old box focused on starting solid foods.

Plum Organics Just Pears
Our babies love these pears, and one taste told us why. The key to this delicious baby food is its one and
only ingredient: organic pears. The super‐convenient pouch is easy to carry in a diaper bag and opens
without drama. Most importantly, the package lets Plum Organics take the best organic fruit, cook it
properly, and naturally preserve it, keeping the fruit’s nutrients—and its taste—intact. As an added
bonus, moms with older children tell us their finicky toddlers love to slurp this fruit straight from the
pouch, juice‐box style.
To buy more: $7.13 for a 6‐pack at ecomom.com
BabyBjorn Soft Bib
This European‐style bib combines the best features of the other bibs we’ve seen. The neck strap is
adjustable, so it’s comfortable without leaving a gap just under that dribbling chin, and it stays on
through lots of exploratory tugging. The molded pocket can’t flop closed, and it’s big enough to catch
more food than your baby can drop. When the meal is over, cleanup is a snap. Either rinse the bib off in
the sink or toss it in the dishwasher for a thorough scrub.
To buy more: $11.95 at Amazon.com
Nuby Hot Safe Spoon
These spoons take some of the guesswork out of the mealtime juggling act, changing color if baby’s
food is too hot. We love that this high‐tech feature comes in a spoon that’s BPA‐, Phthalate‐, and PVC‐
free. The soft plastic feels good on baby’s gums but it’s sturdy enough to survive all those trips to the
dishwasher and back. The spoons are comfortable for Mommy, too: long, curved handles help you get a
good angle into the little one’s mouth.
To buy more: $3.99 for a pack of four at Amazon.com
Bissinger’s Chocolate Covered Wine Grapes
Since a spontaneous trip to Italy isn’t always an option, we can’t think of a better way to salvage a
stressful day than wine grapes infused with Shiraz and dipped in lush dark chocolate. This handy take‐
along pack can hang out in your purse or diaper bag until your next chocolate emergency—if you can
wait that long to dig in.
To buy more: $17.00 for 8 oz. at Bissingers.com

